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Emergency Planning

Supporting children with work at home

Mobile learning: Secondary gives children access to a digital library of curriculum and life skills courses which can be used offline on mobiles and tablets or online via the web. These courses are simple to access, easy to use and offer engaging and valuable content.

The progress and efforts of every child are tracked in our interactive nimbl system and reported back to the Virtual School. If required, resources for foster carers, parents and guardians are available through the same convenient system.

Guides on mobile learning and how to use these resources with children of different ages are also available. No training is required to navigate our intuitive mobile platform.

Free previews
If you would like to view free previews of all the courses in the mobile learning catalogue, visit www.anspear.com/education/mylibrary/.

Curriculum resources

- **SPaG Gold**
  - KS2
  - KS3
  - Designed for KS2 and lower KS3, this resource may also help older children to consolidate their knowledge of phonics, spelling, punctuation and grammar concepts.

- **Maths Progress**
  - KS3
  - A resource helping KS3 students to consolidate their knowledge of KS3 Maths.

- **English Progress**
  - KS3
  - Full of read-along stories and quizzes. This guide will help pupils develop their English skills learnt at KS2.

- **Poetry in Motion**
  - KS3
  - Classic rhyming texts are beautifully read and animated. Including read-along 'karaoke' to encourage reading aloud with music, rhythm and atmosphere.

- **MyText**
  - KS3
  - An audiovisual resource packed with colour and stories. Including video introductions, 'karaoke' read-along, vivid illustrations and reading, writing and imagination tasks.

- **Grik the Goblin**
  - KS3
  - Four short stories about the adventures of a goblin called Grik. With activities to prompt discussion about friendships and bullying.

- **Study Skills**
  - This resource helps students develop skills, strategies and approaches for learning effectively, including hints and tips for revision, exam preparation, active learning and ways to avoid distractions.

- **University Applications**
  - An essential guide for students considering their options after school or college, leading students through subject and university choices. Including questions and links to resources to guide thinking and research.

- **Street Gangs: Staying Safe**
  - Designed to help young people understand the dangers of street gangs and take steps to stay safe.

- **Relaxation**
  - Features a series of everyday exercises, breathing techniques and visualisation tools to help you relax and feel more in control.

- **Self-Awareness**
  - A course prompting the learner to focus and reflect on their own experiences and behaviours, heightening their awareness and hence self-awareness. Through greater understanding of themselves, it guides learners towards positive change.
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Active Citizens in Society
This resource introduces young people to different ways of making a difference in their communities, aiming to inform and inspire a greater commitment to active citizenship.

Bullying Survival Guide
A guide helping pupils understand the different types of bullying and why people might bully others. Includes advice on how to ask for help, and feel stronger and better about yourself if you’re being bullied.

Flying Start
A complete study skills course rich in resources and assignments. Ideal for high-achieving KS4 students, students entering FE and adult learners returning to study.
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Government & Power
This short citizenship guide helps students to understand the UK government and legal system, as well as encouraging them to get involved in politics and have their say on key issues.

Highs and Lows
A no-nonsense guide to drugs and alcohol, offering honest information to ensure pupils are informed, confident and know how to avoid the dangers.

Investigating Our Economy
This short guide to the economy explains how the economy works and how economic changes affect society, as well as providing information about how individual spending habits can influence the economy.

On the Money
A comprehensive guide helping pupils stay in control of their finances. It includes advice on budgeting, spending habits, bank accounts, borrowing money, dealing with debt and more.

Personal Development
A course providing guidance on taking the next steps in education or employment, including goal-setting, key personal and social skills and long-term career planning.

Preparing for Employment
A guide from youth employment experts MyGo. It takes learners through applications, CVs, interviews, plus the skills needed for the workplace. Featuring audio interview practice, quizzes, templates and CV building activities.
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Folk Tales
A collection of stories from all over the world which provide KS3 pupils with fun reading material, quizzes and activities.

Ancient Greece
Explores the history and legacy of the Ancient Greeks including Alexander the Great, Aristotle, Greek gods, farming and education. Also suitable as additional reading for older learners.

Roman Britain
Introduces learners to the history and legacy of Roman rule in Britain, including everyday life, religion, literature and politics. Also suitable as additional reading for older learners.

The Anglo-Saxons
Explores the history and lives of the Anglo-Saxons from invasions and leaders to religious beliefs, beautiful treasures and Beowulf. Also suitable for older learners as additional reading material.

The Vikings
Covers the fierce battles, rich culture and enduring legacy of the Viking age from the first invasions of Britain to the Battle of Hastings, Norse sagas, Viking gods and runes. Also suitable as additional reading for older learners.

Key Stage 3 Maths
A resource covering topics for Key Stage 3 Maths, available as Core and Complete versions. Full of explanations, animations, videos and tests to help your students learn and improve their results.

Toolkits for English
A definitive guide to key English skills for students up to GCSE level. Visually engaging and packed with multimedia lessons, activities, quizzes and reference material.

Walter Hodgson
An interactive memoir of a WWI soldier with original read-along voice recordings alongside a thematic history of the war. Including animated video resources, quizzes and writing activities for History, English, and Citizenship.

Shakespeare Plays
Choose from nine Shakespeare plays covering all GCSE and IGCSE exam board specifications.
- Henry IV
- Julius Caesar
- Macbeth
- Romeo and Juliet
- The Merchant of Venice
- Twelfth Night
- Othello
- Much Ado About Nothing
- The Tempest
A resource covering the whole Higher Tier GCSE syllabus. Including animated audio lessons explaining key topics as well as examples, practice questions and a test at the end of every unit.

A resource covering the whole Foundation Tier GCSE syllabus. Including animated audio lessons explaining key topics as well as examples, practice questions and a test at the end of every unit.

A collection of short stories introducing common words and letter sounds to develop reading skills for post-16 and adult learners.

A collection of stories at the next level, introducing common words and developing your phonics knowledge.

A collection of stories at the next level, introducing more common words and developing your phonics knowledge.

A resource for students preparing for English Language and Literature exams. Including quizzes, lessons, text examples and suggestions for revision activities.

Reinforcing key topics and introducing GCSE material for FE students. Each topic supports independent learning with examples, methods and quizzes. Including audio animations and videos.

A guide covering everyday computer skills such as office software, finding information online and safety and security.

Revision guide covering all Biology topics for GCSE Science Double Award. Full of lessons, diagrams and quizzes to help students succeed. Designed to support courses taught from 2016.

Revision guide covering all Chemistry topics for GCSE Science Double Award. Full of lessons, diagrams and quizzes to help students succeed. Designed to support courses taught from 2016.

Revision guide covering all Physics topics for GCSE Science Double Award. Full of lessons, diagrams and quizzes to help students succeed. Designed to support courses taught from 2016.
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**GCSE Maths: Higher**
A resource covering the whole Higher Tier GCSE syllabus. Including animated audio lessons explaining key topics as well as examples, practice questions and a test at the end of every unit.

**GCSE Maths: Foundation**
A resource covering the whole Foundation Tier GCSE syllabus. Including animated audio lessons explaining key topics as well as examples, practice questions and a test at the end of every unit.

**Readaphonics Level 1**
A collection of short stories introducing common words and letter sounds to develop reading skills for post-16 and adult learners.

**Readaphonics Level 2**
A collection of stories at the next level, introducing common words and developing your phonics knowledge.

**Readaphonics Level 3**
A collection of stories at the next level, building on knowledge from levels 1 and 2 and introducing more common words and developing your phonics knowledge.

**GCSE English**
A resource for students preparing for English Language and Literature exams. Including quizzes, lessons, text examples and suggestions for revision activities.

**English Poetry: 1789-1902**
An introduction to key Romantic and Victorian poets and their works, designed to help support learning and revision for GCSE English Literature.

**Guide to Grammar**
Key spelling, punctuation and grammar concepts for KS4, FE and adult learners. Includes explanations, examples, and topic quizzes plus over 250 audio spelling questions and over 50 writing activities.

**Step Up English**
Step Up English helps develop key English skills and confidence for FE students preparing for GCSE.

**GCSE Science: Biology**
Revision guide covering everyday computer skills such as office software, finding information online and safety and security.

**GCSE Science: Chemistry**
Revision guide covering all Chemistry topics for GCSE Science Double Award. Full of lessons, diagrams and quizzes to help students succeed. Designed to support courses taught from 2016.

**GCSE Science: Physics**
Revision guide covering all Physics topics for GCSE Science Double Award. Full of lessons, diagrams and quizzes to help students succeed. Designed to support courses taught from 2016.
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This resource introduces young people to different ways of making a difference in their communities, aiming to inform and inspire a greater commitment to active citizenship.
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A guide helping pupils understand the different types of bullying and why people might bully others. Includes advice on how to ask for help, and feel stronger and better about yourself if you’re being bullied.
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This short citizenship guide helps students to understand the UK government and legal system, as well as encouraging them to get involved in politics and have their say on key issues.
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A no-nonsense guide to drugs and alcohol, offering honest information to ensure pupils are informed, confident and know how to avoid the dangers.
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This short guide to the economy explains how the economy works and how economic changes affect society, as well as providing information about how individuals’ spending habits can influence the economy.

On the Money
A comprehensive guide helping pupils stay in control of their finances. It includes advice on budgeting, spending habits, bank accounts, borrowing money, dealing with debt and more.

Personal Development
A course providing guidance on taking the next steps in education or employment, including goal-setting, key personal and social skills and long-term career planning.

Preparing for Employment
A guide from youth employment experts MyGo. It takes learners through applications, CVs, interviews, plus the skills needed for the workplace. Featuring audio interview practice, quizzes, templates and CV building activities.
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A collection of stories from all over the world which provide KS3 pupils with fun reading material, quizzes and activities.
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Explores the history and legacy of the Ancient Greeks including Alexander the Great, Aristotle, Greek gods, farming and education. Also suitable as additional reading for older learners.
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Introduces learners to the history and legacy of Roman rule in Britain, including everyday life, religion, literature and politics. Also suitable as additional reading for older learners.
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